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Centizen, Inc. Announces New Global Shore Service Delivery Model for IT 
Development and Support 
 
Centizen, Inc., an IT solutions company, introduces Centizen-GlobalShore for IT development and support 
that addresses common problems associated with multi-shore outsourcing engagements. 
 
Beaverton, OR, April 27, 2015 — Centizen, Inc. a global IT solutions, consulting and outsourcing company 
announced today the availability of a new global shore delivery model, Centizen-GlobalShore, for IT 
application development and support initiatives managed by Centizen or its client companies.  This new 
model has been developed to address the common faults experienced by many companies that have 
outsourced IT development and support on a multi-shore basis over the past two decades.  These faults 
have resulted in significant cost repercussions to the affected companies. Centizen-GlobalShore has also 
been designed with small and mid-tier client companies in mind as well as large traditional enterprises. 
With this new model, Centizen’s offers a pragmatic, effective and economical IT outsourcing solution for 
Centizen managed and client managed global shore IT development and support initiatives. 
 
“The multi-shore IT outsourcing model has become a fundamental IT practice for most US companies.  With 
Centizen-GlobalShore we have addressed the common faults experienced from multi-shore outsourcing 
initiatives that have gone awry.  We also designed this model to fit any size of engagement or company and 
that could scale up or down with small to large outsourced initiatives as required” states Amal 
Devasagayam, Executive Director of Technology Services with Centizen. 
 
Centizen-GlobalShore addresses the most common challenges of outsourced engagements that go over 
budget, miss deadlines and deliver overall low quality.  Core to Centizen’s model is access to critical skills 
in demand at competitive rates and finely tuned development/support methodologies.  Centizen will 
support this model with a network of IT experts who are available to provide their IT practice intelligence 
whenever needed.  This expert network allows Centizen to bring the right combination of best of breed IT 
expertise required to fit each clients’ specific business and IT needs that are in scope.  This expertise 
includes Application Development, Mobile Development, Analytics, ERP, IT Infrastructure and QA 
Automation. 
 
“Centizen-GlobalShore is configured to each client’s unique situation for their outsourced engagement and 
is supplemented by our multi-tier IT expertise for any particular IT development and support issue that 
surfaces during the initiative, regardless of duration,” Mr. Devasagayam concludes. 
 
For additional information about Centizen-GlobalShore and more about Centizen, Inc., please contact Dave 
Johansen or visit www.centizen.com. 
 
About Centizen, Inc. 
Centizen, Inc. is a team of IT development, support and business experts focused on IT transformation 
through the practical application of IT services, methodologies and consulting expertise. The firm brings a 
new framework for the delivery of IT solutions, consulting and outsourcing that focuses on quality delivery 
at the right time, at the right place and the right rate.  Using its deep IT transformation experience, 
Centizen approaches its services delivery on maximizing each customer’s defined business value desired.   
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